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The Sea ChroniCleS ….
Bahrain Confidential’s Pooja Rajpal Kasala chats with renowned marine 
abstract artist Christopher Hogan about his work and inspiration.

Tell us about yourself.
I am an Australian artist and focus on marine abstract 
art. I am a Visual Communicator and have established 
an ArtEnergy program that is embraced by companies 
in India and Asia. As a designer, my work can be 
found in many luxury resorts in the Maldives and 
Australasia. I majored in Sculpture at the university 
in Australia and have studied Art History, so I have a 
strong academic background in the arts and enjoy 
travelling the world, exhibiting and also teaching art.

Tell us more about your work.
I am interested in abstract imagery and my art 
combines line, form, colour and composition though 
the use of amorphic shapes. The juxtapositioning of 
these shapes and bold colours, creates my style of 
abstract paintings. My work as a sculptor though the 
use of positive and negative space is referenced in my 
painting compositions. 

You are well known as a marine abstract 
artist. Could you explain what that means, 
what inspires your passion in this area?
Growing up near Australian’s Great Barrier 
Reef, I was always interested in the colours 
and patterns of the marine creatures and 
corals, and continue to use them along with 
rainforest jungle as my subject matter to 
help my creative processes. My Reef Series 
of paintings strongly reflect this through 
the use of macro images and many of my 
paintings are suggestive of underwater marine 
landscapes, quite minimalistic, but definitely 
not the usual well- behaved landscapes that 
most of us are familiar with. 
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What kind of colours, elements 
do you work with? 
For many years I painted mainly in 
black and white. At the time I was 
primarily interested in portraying 
the relationships of the forms to 
each other and how they co-existed 
within the composition; I still have 
that interest, but now my most 
recent works introduce strong 
colours, sometimes discordant and 
sometimes combined with black 
and white. 

Tell us about your collaboration 
with Hue. What aspect of Bahrain 
interested you?
Recently I was invited to exhibit at 
BIGS and had a very successful 

exhibition in Bahrain where I met 
Kanika Subberwal and she proposed 
that I continue having an on-going 
representation of my works with 
Hue and reach a wider audience in 
Bahrain given that my work was very 
well received initially. Bahrain has 
a wonderful heritage and I am very 
impressed with the emergence of its 
contemporary public sculpture. My 
paintings and a range of my designer 
merchandise is on permanent 
display at Hue.

A lot your work is displayed in 
top hotels around the world, tell 
us more about it.
My artwork is displayed in uber-
luxury resorts around the world 

such as the prestigious ‘One&Only Reethi Rah Resort and 
Spa’, Maldives; the new flagship of Anantara Resorts, their 
‘Anantara Kihavah Villas Resort’, Maldives; Angsana’s flagship 
resort in Thailand ‘Angsana Laguna Phuket’ and the ‘Angsana 
Velavaru Resort’ in the Maldives has been designed around 
my ‘Reef Series’, from paintings to handmade designer rugs 
and 3D wall hangings. In Australia, the high profile Hamilton 
Island Reef View Resort on the Great Barrier Reef and more 
recently famous corporates such as Bajaj Auto Limited in India 
are collectors of my large scale wall murals.

What inspires your creativity.
I am inspired by my surroundings, mostly the reefs and 
gardens of the world because of the locations where I work 
and live. Let’s say, a tiny butterfly-I notice not only the butterfly 
but its patterns and colours. I then use this information to 
create my macro paintings. The same applies to my marine 
imagery. With my island life, I have inspiration right at my 
doorstep, each time after snorkeling I have enough ideas for 
several paintings 

For more information, log onto: www.christopherhogan.me  
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